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M. A. (Sem. II) Examination
April/May - ZOtz
English : ICT-02

(Creative Writing)
Faculty Code : 001
Subject Code : 19207

fime : HoursJ

fnstructions : (1)

a)

tTotal Marks : 70

Attempt aII questions.
Digits on the right indicate marks.

write a script (at least a scene) for play on the bases -rsof guideline in A and B (any one). 
-

(Note : The scene need not cover the complete action of the
incident or guided story).
(a) A dramatic incident in school or college.

OR

&) A father and five sons - sons arways quarreling - father
summons the sons - ask to break a stick 

"u.h 
- sticks

break-again gives a bundle of five sticks - none could
break - sons learn a lesson-

2 write a poem as instructed in A or B (attempt any one) 15(a) Attempt a lyric between rz-za hnes on either a mother
or the motherland. The line length should not exceed
more than 10 words, and at reast 4 rines in the poem
should reflect a rhyme.

@) Attempt a sonnet on either friendship or failure or the
monsoon- The stanza scheme should be 3 quatrains and
'a couplet. The last one stanza or the couplet must bein rhyme

3 Write a short story as instructed in A or B : ,

(attempt any one)

(a) Attempt a short story with centrality of setting.
(b) Attempt a short story with centrality of character.
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Attempt any.one of the following :

(between 800i100O words)

<"1 Write your o$/n childhood experience in an

autobiogSaPhical mode'
(b) Attempt a biographical writing on your favourite

personalitY,

Attempt the following in a sentence or two :

(,Whatisgenerallyincludedinthedirectionsofthewriter
in a scriPt ?

(ii) H; ir 
--ar"*u 

unique as a form compared to other

foms ?

(iii) what are the features that distingursh autobiography

and biography ?

(iv) Which metrical foot is a reverse of ianrb ?

ftt what is structuralty unique about the following lines ?

In the room women come and go

firinking of Michelangelo
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